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National Director’s Message

CNWC National Director Bob
Walker

I am a strong proponent of
nuclear energy and would
like to explain why, but first
I want to stress how much
respect I have for fact-based
differing views.

I was first introduced to
the nuclear industry with
Eldorado Nuclear in Ura-
nium City, Saskatchewan.
When the mine closed I
went to College in La Ronge,
and then to work at the
Key Lake mine/mill. I left
Saskatchewan for 5 years of
adventure in the Canadian
Navy, after which I embarked on a new opportunity as a Nu-
clear Operator. Ontario Hydro (now OPG) hired me while
the Darlington Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) was still under
construction.

On my first visit to Darlington I was awed by the incredi-
ble number of people employed on the construction project
and the immensity of everything. I’ll never forget the first
time I looked out over the turbine hall, housing four turbine-
generator sets with a combined output of about 3,500 MW.

When asked to speak at the breaker-open ceremony
marking the beginning of the Darlington Unit 2 Refurbish-
ment, I talked about the incredible opportunity Darlington
offered. My job provided the means to get married, buy a
house, have children and provide them with an education,
and build security for retirement. My peers could share sim-
ilar stories. We want this type of opportunity for everyone
and the refurbishment projects will provide that for future
generations of Nuclear Workers.

During my career I became active with the Power Work-
ers’ Union, representing workers at various Corporate level
H&S Committees at OPG and Bruce Power. I don’t believe
there is any workplace anywhere that is safer than an NPP.

Critics of nuclear are concerned about accidents and waste.
I’ve been to Chernobyl. It was a very sobering experience.
But there’s simply no comparison between Soviet-era tech-
nology and regulation and the industry in Canada today.

We were in communication with Worker Representa-
tives in Japan as the situation at Fukushima progressed. As I
read the news I was so emotional I could barely reply to my
children’s questions. In Canada, we immediately studied the
event and implemented measures to prepare facilities for
emergencies not previously considered plausible.

I’ve been to nuclear waste facilities in Canada and Swe-
den and talked with Worker Representatives at facilities in
the US. Our nuclear waste is all being safely managed. We
have technical solutions for long term storage, site selection
is progressing and it’s fully funded.

The CNWC provided additional opportunities to talk
with Workers across Canada’s nuclear industry. I didn’t ap-
preciate the scope of the industry before that. It’s an amaz-
ing made-in-Canada success story that Canada’s Nuclear
Workforce can be proud of.

Nuclear generates an enormous amount of electricity
without carbon emissions. This enabled Ontario’s transi-
tion off coal. Now other provinces are considering similar
paths. Canada is a leader in nuclear medicine R&D, includ-
ing medical isotopes. We’re developing and will deploy
small modular reactors (SMRs) which offer great environ-
mental and economic potential. Nuclear energy can support
decarbonization via electrification, hydrogen, and process
heat.

Burning fossil fuels is an urgent threat to our existence
and yet our demand for energy, and the CO2 emissions from
using that energy, continue to rise. We need abundant, re-
liable, CO2-free energy while supporting our economy. Nu-
clear scores on all points. We have an incredible opportunity
to build on Canada’s proud nuclear history.

This is a bunch of text designed to add lines to here .
Bob Walker
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Electrification and storage hubs, and the new Quiet Revolution
Heavy mobile energy storage The most revolutionary development in urban energy is megawatt-scale mobile bat-
tery storage. You’d find it today in very specialized applications like garbage trucks, fire trucks, and freight railyard switching—
applications that require heavy mobility in tight spaces like urban canyons and rail yards. Today, they are heavy emitting,
in both pollution and noise, and therefore are natural targets for electrification.

Such applications do not have show-stopping range requirements. This makes them viable with conveniently located
fast-connecting charging via overhead pantograph (as with the Brampton, Ontario e-bus demonstration). The transforma-
tive potential in just this sub-class of electrification is profound. Heavy mobile applications today are all diesel powered.
Their air pollution and noise have adverse impacts on human physical and psychological health. Electrifying them along
the technological route suggested here will have immediate positive effects.

Clean quiet cities The “Quiet Revolution” is already underway, with smaller-scale electrification—chainsaws, mowers,
augers, and light powered garden equipment. While this new electrical demand doesn’t necessitate bulk generation, it
is a highly important component of general electrification in that it serves as a low cost example of the immediate bene-
fits. Compared with two-stroke gasoline engines, these devices are virtually silent. They are easy to maintain. They require
no oil mixing and no small engine expertise. They emit no air pollution. They are in fast-growing demand at equipment
retailers. The sheer contrast with fossil powered equipment will likely drive interest in heavier applications, providing elec-
tric utilities—which will be the providers of all energy—an opportunity to brand the transition.

Build charging capacity at high-traffic retail centres, and they are already there “Build it and they will come” is
a cliché mantra that applied uncritically to new retail operations can lead to disaster. But applied to situations where “it” is
already built, and “they” are already coming in droves, an additional attraction can make “them” stay longer and buy more.
Most blue-sky thinking about charging infrastructure revolves around residential level 2 capability and the “filling station”
model. There’s a third that holds significant potential as a source of major load growth: existing walk-in retail centres like
malls and big box outlets, where customers park and visit for 30 minutes or more. These facilities represent multi-MW-
scale charging—and therefore multi-MW-scale loads.

Could this be the future of electric personal vehicle mobility? Some big box stores already have filling stations, and
thereby have already branded themselves as one-stop shopping that includes vehicle fuel. Were they to adopt fast electri-
cal charging, these locations would have the potential to become major urban load centres as well, particularly in winter.

Pickering still needs a rethink Of course, this all presupposes that adequate electric generation is available to replace
the energy in liquid fuels. This generation must be non-emitting, reliable, and affordable. Ontario—and Canada—must
reaffirm the commitment to nuclear energy that enabled Ontario to get off coal. The decision to close Pickering must be
re-examined. Ontario cannot go back to fossil generation.

Tiny nuclear waste continues to draw oversized attention In the time it takes to read this sentence, fossil-fired
power generation in Alberta will have emitted nearly 10 tons of CO2 and other air pollution. (Reading the sentence should
have taken about nine seconds.) At that rate, it would take Alberta power generation less than four days to emit 312,000
tons of unregulated waste. It will take Ontario’s nuclear power industry more than 55 years—5,000 times as long—to gen-
erate 312,000 tons of low- and intermediate-level waste (LILW).

The Near Surface Disposal Facility (NSDF) license hearings concluded in early June 2022. The NSDF will hold 312,000
tons of LILW. The hearings showed how well conceived this facility is, and how secure it will be. This is the standard that all
industries should meet. Only nuclear meets this standard. Fossil competitors, and nuclear opponents, must explain why
Alberta-scale amounts of dangerous, unregulated waste are preferable to tiny amounts of safely stored waste.

First nations, the Crown (and moral) duty to consult, and generation that walks lightly Ontario built its econ-
omy and society out from Niagara Falls. In an excellent paper on Ontario’s electrical electricity, Jan Carr points out that wa-
terpower projected out of Niagara with the advent of AC transmission. We often see that as only progress, and only good.
But many Ontario citizens of indigenous heritage were displaced when their homes were submerged for hydroelectric de-
velopment. The Ottawa River upstream of Deep River is today nearly three kilometers wide—that is the result of the hydro
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dam at Des Joachims. The natural waterway was only 100 meters wide prior to this. To make way for Des Joachims, First
Nations residents in the affected area had to move, from traditional homelands.

That wasn’t fair, and it wasn’t right. But Ontario Hydro began to redeem itself, beginning in the late 1960s, by imple-
menting CANDU as its mainstay generation technology. This brilliant invention, in one fell swoop, allowed the provincial
utility to literally more than double electricity output from literally tiny plots—the entire Pickering nuclear plant (3,100
megawatts) occupies many thousands of times less land than the 400 MW Des Joachims complex. This does not wipe
away the legacy of colonialism with respect to indigenous peoples; we have to work hard and tirelessly to earn back their
trust and repair the relationship with them that we broke. But it does show that nuclear is the most equitable and respect-
ful way for Ontario, and Canada, to transition our energy system to one with the smallest possible environmental footprint,
and the lightest possible impact on the land.

By the numbers
New York, post–Indian Point: what we can expect from Palisades—and Pickering In the June 2021 edition of
the CNWC Newsletter, we showed the previous three May clean-vs-polluting output of New York state generation. Below,
we show the previous four Aprils. Exactly as we predicted, removing the Indian Point nuclear plant from the New York grid
caused an increase in generation from dual fuel and natural gas.

Note that IP was not replaced with renewable energy, as many said would happen. Generation increased in 2022, but
not clean generation. It was dual fuel and natural gas. The Palisades nuclear plant on the eastern shore of Lake Michigan
is the next in line to prematurely leave service. The same exact thing you see in the Indian Point plot will happen with Pal-
isades, unless a deal happens to keep the plant in service and its employees in their jobs.

And the same exact thing will happen with Pickering. That will happen, whether we like it or not—unless our em-
ployer OPG rethinks the current plan. We urge OPG to undertake this rethink. The consequences to Ontario’s reputation,
and to our environment, are serious and wide ranging.
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New York electricity generation, before and after Indian Point closure

Our major employers
SNC wins CANDU pre-refurb upgrade contract in Romania “Axial channel shifting” on several of the Cernavoda
unit 1 fuel channels will be performed by SNC Lavalin over two outage periods prior to the unit’s 2026 shutdown for refur-
bishment (for refurb contract info, see OPG/Laurentis, below). This will involve shifting several fuel channels back to their
original positions, which will allow the unit to operate until the 2026 refurb.
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Meanwhile, Canadian National Energy Alliance (CNEA), the contractor consortium AECL chose to operate CNL’s Chalk
River, Gentilly, and Pinawa facilities, continues to work toward reducing legacy liabilities. CNEA is comprised of SNC (the
majority shareholder), Jacobs, and Fluor. The most pressing and public of these liabilities is the Near Surface Disposal Fa-
cility at Chalk River. Though CNL has diligently kept the public informed through proactive communication and regulatory
hearings, organized opponents are determined to block this facility. There is a petition circulating that allows you to voice
support; you can find it at https://www.cnl.ca/environmental-stewardship/near-surface-disposal-facility-nsdf/.

Springtime scheduled outage crapshoot on the Bruce Bruce Units 1–4 came offline on May 9 for a scheduled vac-
uum building outage. The effect was immediate. Ontario baseload generation dropped by over 3,000 MW. No sooner did
the outage begin than an unusual heatwave moved over Ontario’s biggest demand centres, disrupting the normal shoul-
der season generation pattern by adding roughly 3,000 MW—almost exactly the Bruce A station amount. The usual “twin
peaks” demand curve—a sharp-ish morning peak, a dip to about 25 percent down then a more gradual climb to about 25
percent above morning peak—changed into a sharp climb from 5am to roughly 18,000 MW between 4pm and 5pm.

As often occurs during heatwaves, wind output was negligible during peak hours. Ramping hydro (hydro units whose
output mean-to-standard-deviation ratio is between 1.5 and 10) did double duty balancing wind and meeting the usual
daily demand rises/falls. So did gas, though gas correlated more strongly with demand.

Gas in this role produced CO2 emission spikes up to 1,600 tons per hour. Before the heatwave, daily peak CO2 was
roughly 450 tons per hour. So remove nuclear, and those spikes increase by about that difference—1,200 tons per hour.

OPG’s Laurentis wins second contract for Phase 2 of Cernavoda refurbishment Romania’s Cernavoda power
plant hosts twin CANDU 6 reactors. Unit 1 began operation in 1996 and is scheduled to be refurbished in 2026. System
analysis and design (Phase 1) is underway. Phase 2, securing financing and approvals, begins now. Laurentis already con-
tracted its subsidiary Laurentis Nuclear Partners to work provide technical assistance to the Romanian utility SNN.

NB Power long-license hearing The Pt Lepreau licence renewal regulatory hearing concluded in early May. This is one
of Canada’s very best-run industrial facilities. Everybody agrees with that, but during the hearing there was some polite
disagreement within the industry over the role of public regulatory hearings in general. CNWC believes public hearings
play a vital role in community engagement, providing an effective way to structure and channel the public debate. This
serves to keep that debate going, within the accepted structure—a vital activity in any healthy democracy. Extending the
periods between public hearings de-familiarizes the debate, with the result that public memory is decreased.

Kinectrics launches grid simulator just in time for Metrolinx What effect will a fleet of 4.3 MW electric locomo-
tives have on a local electric grid? These machines will have power draws that range from 15 percent to 100 percent, and
will all draw power at different times along a network of connected substations. What effect would that, plus significant
EV charging, have on the grid?

Answering these critical questions will require modelling, analysis, and simulation in a safe environment. Kinectrics
has launched its new GRIDSIM lab in Mississauga, to allow clients to explore, among other things, the stability issues that
come with medium-voltage electric rail systems such as those under construction right now across Ontario and Canada.

As electrification picks up, and with the really sharp spikes and drops in demand when the grid reacts to heat demand,
we expect—and hope—facilities like GRIDSIM will get some real workouts. Competitor X (formerly Google X) has hung its
growth plan on modelling. Kinectrics thinks simulation is the way. We think Kinectrics is right.

Cameco begins to see strategic payoff in wake of Russian invasion Energy security and climate change featured
as drivers of strengthening demand for uranium through early 2022. Cameco’s Tim Gitzel said in a statement on first-
quarter results that “we are seeing what we believe is an unprecedented geopolitical realignment occurring in the nuclear
fuel cycle. With geopolitics complicating and potentially bottlenecking nuclear fuel supplies, we are seeing not just util-
ities but some of the intermediaries and service providers beginning to shift their attention to securing material for their
uncovered requirements, and to derisk some of their origin dependencies.”

Nonetheless, the company will remain disciplined in restraining supply from McArthur River/Key Lake and Cigar Lake
at roughly 60 percent of capacity beginning in 2024. Recruitment will raise the workforce from its current 600 to 850 later
this year, in the course of producing 5 million pounds, contingent as always on pandemic and supply chain factors.
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Video Watch
DeGroote Business School’s fresh take on nuclear as green energy Prof. Goran Calic takes an informed out-
sider’s view of what constitutes green energy, and suggests some ways to further nuclear’s expansion in grids across the
world. https://youtu.be/iqlqdatGOgM

Finland jumps into the lead in radwaste management An excellent rundown of Finland’s recent nuclear history,
focusing on Olkiluoto 3, but wait till it gets to Finland’s newly approved DGR. https://youtu.be/kYpiK3W-g_0

In short. . .
CN buys Wabtec battery locomotive In the June 2021 Newsletter we reported the outcome of the BNSF–Wabtec FLX-
Drive locomotive pilot in Northern California, and speculated on who might win the zero-emission locomotive race, which
is in its early stage. CN has an interest in decarbonizing its operations, and while its CO2 per gross ton mile (the standard
metric for freight rail emissions) is the lowest among North American Class 1 railroads, any “game changing” technology
successfully adopted by a competitor could knock CN out of that position.

Hence the company’s purchase of the FLXDrive, announced in early November. The question is, how will that tech-
nology, which CN’s Class 1 competitor BNSF field tested and said nice but noncommittal things about, perform on the far
longer rail lines in Canada? FLXDrive’s battery pack holds 2.4 MWh and can discharge at full power for about 30 minutes.
Because this limitation makes FLXDrive non viable on long routes, it is likely CN will deploy this locomotive along short
routes through and close to populated areas, to minimize emissions and noise, or in switching operations at hubs.

The latter opens up interesting possibilities for local electrification. CN in 2021 received conditional federal govern-
ment approval to build its proposed intermodal hub at Milton Ontario. Electrification was one of the conditions, though it
was very vaguely defined. Deploying the FLXDrive at that location would require significant fast-charging infrastructure.
This could make viable a substantial electric truck fleet based at Milton—likely further complying with the federal require-
ment, not just in the area of emissions but noise as well.

All of this would represent a quite significant electrical load increase at Milton. Depending on local distribution capac-
ity, this could enable a more robust electrical capability at the regional level, which opens further electrification possibil-
ities. System-wide planning would need to account for this. The inability to meet a proposed 15-MW load near Windsor
caught the provincial electricity system operator by surprise—and caused a potential major industrial customer to look
elsewhere to locate a new manufacturing plant; see “Worth Repeating,” below.

Nuclear at centre of Ukraine plans for full scale energy security in post-war Early in the Russia-Ukraine war,
much was made of Russian occupations of the Chernobyl and Zaporizhzhia (also known as Zaporozhe) nuclear power
plant sites. The worry was that somehow the Russians would weaponize them, to further terrorize Ukraine. Those fears
proved baseless. Likely the Russian military would have weaponized, and used, any material that is weaponizable. Fortu-
nately none of it is. Of all the dangers Russia poses to Ukraine, occupation of these nuclear sites is nowhere near the top.
This fact is reflected in Ukraine’s plan to immediately resume nuclear power plant construction as soon as the war ends.

The head of Ukraine’s nuclear utility Energoatom told World Nuclear News the country’s contract with Westinghouse
to build two AP-1000s at the Khmelnisky plant several hours east of Lviv will upon cessation of hostilities go into immedi-
ate effect, and three further units at other existing plants will be built later. Several new sites are also under consideration.
WNN said Prime Minister Denys Shmyhal indicated Ukraine plans additional transmission lines to Poland “to export elec-
tricity from Ukrainian nuclear power plants. It will help Europe stop importing Russian gas sooner.”

See https://www.world-nuclear-news.org/Articles/Ukraine-planning-for-post-war-nuclear-power-plants

CNWC CCTN Newsletter is published four times a year by the Canadian
Nuclear Workers’ Council.
Publisher: Bob Walker
Editor: Steve Aplin
bwalker@cnwc-cctn.ca
Tel: 416-804-5542
244 Eglinton Ave. East Toronto ON M4P 1K2

Canadian Nuclear Workers’ Council
The collective voice of organized labour in the nuclear industries
The Canadian Nuclear Workers Council (CNWC) is an umbrella organization
of Unions representing workers in all sectors of the Canadian nuclear indus-
try. Founded in 1993, it represents sectors including electric power utilities,
uranium mining and processing, radioisotope production for medical and
industrial purposes, nuclear research, construction and trades in Ontario and
labour councils in host communities.

Members include Locals of: International Association of Firefighters•Atomic
Energy Allied Council• Canadian Union of Public Employees• International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers• International Association of Machinists
& Aerospace Workers• International Federation of Professional and Techni-
cal Engineers• Power Workers’ Union• Provincial Building and Construction
Trades Council of Ontario• Professional Institute of The Public Service of
Canada• Society of United Professionals• Society of Professional Engineers
and Associates•United Steel Workers•UNIFOR•District Labour Councils
(Grey/Bruce, Durham, Lindsay, Northumberland, and Saint John).
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What others are saying
Sudden support in nuclear from unexpected quarter
“ Nuclear energy has come back into the headlines in recent weeks, which means naysayers are already
appearing with stories of impending apocalypse.

“Renewed interest in nuclear energy—typified by [Michigan] Gov. Gretchen Whitmer’s very late effort to
get federal funding to keep open the Palisades Nuclear Generating Station—comes as global warming
fears run headlong into the inability of wind and solar power to provide reliable, affordable electricity.
Like the politically popular so-called green energies, nuclear power does not emit carbon dioxide. Unlike
those, it produces a large amount of reliable energy, accounting for more than a quarter of Michigan energy
consumption as of 2018.

“But you wouldn’t know that from listening to policy makers.

“Candidates for public office demand outright bans, while media outlets frighten readers with vague
threats of nuclear doom. They speak of ‘sinister radiation, the whiff of apocalypse, and the tendency to go
boom,’ as they wrongly conflate the dangers associated with nuclear weapons with nuclear power plants. In
one example, a recent Detroit News article continues the tradition of frightening headlines, promising to
answer ‘Why shoreline nuclear power plants pose problems for the Great Lakes.’

“These scare tactics are not without precedent. Medieval cartographers once lined the borders of their maps
with the warnings, ‘hic sunt dracones’ or ‘hic sunt leones’—‘here be dragons’ and ‘here be lions.’ While these
warnings might have once been effective, we should now recognize they represented an unsophisticated
fear of the unknown.

“For humans, it’s always been far easier to huddle by the fire, safe from imaginary lions and dragons, than
it has been to forthrightly address those fears and embrace some new idea or potentially frightening tech-
nology. But stepping away from the fire is exactly how we progress as a species. Additionally, in the case
of nuclear energy, that step is quite small because we already have a firm grasp on this energy source and
know, from experience, just how safe it is.”

Source: Jason Hayes, “Nuclear Power Is the Safe, Affordable, Clean Option,” Mackinac Center for Public Policy
Blog, May 10, 2022. https://www.mackinac.org/blog/2022/nuclear-power-is-the-safe-affordable-clean-
option

Worth repeating (on electrical demand growth in Ontario)
“’The demand for electricity in Southwestern Ontario is dramatically outpacing the rest of the province to
such a degree that it has the provincial electricity system operator looking at local generation solutions to
find the power required for a potential LG Chem plant in the region.

“That ‘unique demand’ made it questionable whether Ontario officials could guarantee the supply of 10 to
15 megawatts of power by the second half of 2024 putting Windsor’s bid for the plant in jeopardy last week
after the company cancelled a visit to the region as a result.

“ ‘While demand is expected to double from 1,000 megawatts to 2,000 megawatts over the next five years
in Windsor, Essex and Chatham-Kent, demand across the rest of the province is expected to increase by
only five per cent over that same timeframe,’ Independent Electricity Systems Operator supervisor media
relations and editorial services Andrew Dow said.”

Source: “Local power generation seen as short-term solution to revive LG Chem plant bid ” Windsor Star, May
11, 2022 https://windsorstar.com/news/local-news/local-power-generation-seen-as-short-term-solution-
to-revive-lg-chem-plant-bid
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